
only to this Administration bu't to the, country.:' .,, ."(m) ' unpleasant. ones,: (n) .those, that h,ave, just' 
Resignation at this point would be irresponsibility ' .  .broken' the consensus, (0) those .that belong., to 
of a high order, a frivolity not to ,be entertained ,' '.: emperors like Episcopal or M.eth,odist bishops. or 

' ' ,news reporters ('.:That's the 'way it is"), (p) those 
, that prove stealing someone else'struth depends 

. .  . .  by a serious man. 

Editor, W or1 dvi ew 
James Finn. 

EXCURSUS XI 
Taxonomy 

In an ancient Chinese encyclopedia entitled Ce- 
lestial Emporium ot Benevolent Knowledge it is 
written that animals are divided into (a) those that 
belong to the Emperor, (b) embalmed ones, (c) 
those that are trained, (d) suckling pigs, (e) me'r- 
maids, (f) fabulous ones, (9) stray dogs, (h) those 
that are included in this classification, (i) those 
that tremble as i f  they were mad, (j) innumerable. 
ones, (k) those drawn with a very fine camel's hair 
brush, (I) others, (m) those that have just broken 
a flower vase, (n) those that resemble flies from 
a distance. 

I 

In the 1974 Encyclopedia of Benevolent (aga- 
peic) Knowledge all rational moral or political 
arguments are divided into (a) those that I win, 
(b) embalmed ones, (c) ad hominems that have 
just been used by a feminist, (d) those that re- 
semble bias from a distance, (e) sex-laden ones, 
(f) others, (9) those that tremble, (h)' post hoc 
ergos used by revolutionaries and theologians 
of hope, (i) those that prove that justice should be 
done because whatever he/she has is not an ill- 
ness or not inherited, (j) stray ones, (k) counter- 
examples, (I) those that prove Adam was a racist, 

on the stealer (or the situation), (4) jeremiads that 
show what's wrong with us is what's wrong with 
us (in a loud voice), (r) those that reason from 
Paul Tillich's foot fetish, (s) others, (t) those that 
prove liberation is liberation is liberation (Alice 
B. Toklas), no one-two-three about it, or one-two- 
three of course, (U) suckling ones, (v) those that 
are included in this classification, (w) those not 
included in any classification, (x) those that 
couldn't knock over a flower vase, (y) those train- 
ed to be modest, (2) innumerable others. 

Paul Ramsey 
Harringfon Spear Paine Professor of Christian 
Ethics, Princeton University 

EXCURSUS 111 
India's Nuclear Test: 
They've Been Trying to Tell Us Something 

We should not have been so surprised. There were 
advance signals for India's. "peaceful" under- 
ground explosion. India's small but sophisticated 

. nuclear program was no secret, and Indian 
speeches on the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) during 1965-68 made her position quite 
clear. Yet the announcement of the recent test 
evoked an interesting mixture of reactions. While 
Third World countries quietly congratulated India 
on her scientific achievement, America and Japan 
expressed regret, and Pakistanis and Canadians 
were downright bitter. With high emotion Mr. 
Bhutto and his countrymen charged that the test 
changed the South Asian balance'of power and 
threatened Pakistan with nuclear blackmail. In a 
brief matter-of-fact comment Peking also noted 
the danger of nuclear blackmail. (In 1964 Indians 
expressed anxiety about Chinese nuclear black- 
mail.) . 

The Canadian and American reactions reflect 
both moral outrage and envy. Canada's outrage 
stems in part from a humanitarian impulse that 
seeks to develop a greater global security 
through preventing further proliferation. There 
is also outrage because Canada signed the NPT 
and India did not; and then Canada tried in vain 
to impose its NPT view on NPT Indo-Canadian 
atomic. agreements. Not the least reason for 
Canadian unhappiness is that Pierre Trudeau, 
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